Bulletin 3
German Championships and German Cup 2017
World Ranking Event 2017 and World Masters Series 2018
7th and 8th of October 2017
Organisations:
FA Mountainbike-Orienteering
SV Sachsen 90 Werdau e.V. Abt. Radsport
Contact: 2017@mtbo-deutschland.de
Event center (EC):
> Sportpark Rabenberg (GPS: 50.455952, 12.743790), http://www.sportpark-rabenberg.de
> Opening hours: Fr. 18:00 - 20:00; Sa. 10:00 - 12:30; Su. 8:30 - 9:30 and if open

Event director:
Mark Huster
IOF-Adviser:
Anke Dannowski
Organizing Committee:
Mark Huster, Tobias Valenta, Thomas Hartung
Late entry and registration on the competition day:
Latest 30 min before the first start, at the event office!
General information:
> The ceremonies for the German Championships are only for German competitors with a BDR licence or DTB
Startpass according to the German competition rules.
> For sufficient insurance protection and liability in the case of damage resulting from associations, organizations
and offices of the Free State of Saxony as well as third parties, each sportsman / association itself is responsible.
> Every athlete has to report himself at the finish if he quits the competition!
> In spite of the latest updates of the map (08/2017), there have been major forest activities in the past few
weeks that can have affected the paths, tracks and trails.
> You will get a start bib for both days together. They will be removed on Sunday behind the finish.

> Rented SIACs come without a rubber band to fix. Please bring your own belts to attach it. SIACs will be delivered
at the registration.
> Away from paths and tracks, there are fenced mining deposits (daybreaks). Entering is prohibited and lifethreatening!
> No waste in the forest! Please don't leave any gel packs or anything else in forest. If it is impossible for you to
put it back into you pockets, leave it at the foot of a control stations!
> Please be careful if you punch the controls. Don't damage or crash in the control stations.
> Please keep appropriate in the Sportpark (especially in bad weather conditions). We are guests!
General competition rules:
> The current German MTBO rules will be applied
> Off-track riding is strictly forbidden. It is forbidden to leave the mapped terrain during the competitions.
> The mapped terrain may only be used during the competition, also with regard to the embargoed areas in 2019!
> It is not allowed to cross any olive or yellow coloured areas.
> The provisions of the Federal Forestry Act and the Forestry Act of Saxony must be complied with:
>> No smoking in the forest.
>> Off track riding is strictly forbidden.
>> It is not allowed to enter any kind of forestry facilities.
> The road traffic regulations must be complied, especially in the area of public roads:
>> In Germany one drives on the right side of the road.
>> Overtaking should be done on the left side or after communication on any side.
>> Uphill goes before downhill!
>> Observe the German road rules (right goes before left etc.).
>> Respect other traffic on the roads and forest tracks.
> Take care of walkers, tourists and other bikers.
> Follow the instructions of the organizer team.
> Warm-up: use the road between Breitenbrunn and Sportpark as well as the route between EC and start.
> Ensure that no competitor is hindered on the way from the EC to the start and in the finish area.
> Any breach of these points will be punished with disqualification, without exception.
Special map symbols:
>> Thera are two small meadows in the Sportpark where it is allowed to ride over. These areas are marked with
orange strips (symbol: 839) on the map. It is not allowed to cross any other yellow colored area. The entrances to
the forest are marked by red and white ribbons.

>> Single tracks in the trail center are one-way. The direction marked in the map is mandatory and it is strictly
forbidden to ride them opposit. It serves your security and the security of the other bikers. The trails are
sometimes slower than the signature of the map shows.

> Any breach of these points will be punished with disqualification, without exception.

Punching system:
> SPORTIDENT, all cards incl. SIAC with near field modus.
> Don't forget to clear and check.
> It is the responsibility of the competitors to punch correctly at the controls and the finish.
> The last control and the finish are equipped with 2 SI stations.
> Read out is located in the event center.
> SPORTIDENT Air+ hints (SIAC):
- SIAC Card neccessary.
- SIAC has 2 LED in front.
- A green LED blinks about all 5 seconds and shows SIAC is active.
- A red LED blinks in a short interval when a control was punched, additionally it beeps after a successful punch.
- The clear station will turn on the SIAC and the check station will activate it for the competition. Don't forget
clear and check!
- The controls work in the Air+ near field modus. It possible to punch with a small distance (50 cm) between the
SI station and the SIAC.
- It is the same at the finish station, you have to punch it.
- Attention with GPS watches: Wear the SIAC on the other arm of the GPS device. Otherwise it could be possible
that the SIAC doesn't work correct.
Jury:
Anke Dannowski
Jens Junghanß
Mark Huster
Catering:
The Trail Café offer various foods and beverages.
Shower:

You have to pay for the shower if you don't sleep in the Sportpark. There are shower coins in the event center.
Weather conditions:
The average day temperature is 11° C. During nights it cools down to 7-5° C. The minimum and maximum
measured temperature are 3.3° C and 19.3° C, respectively. Average rain days in October are 2 to 3 days with 14
l/m² in total. The sun is shining 3 hours average per day and the average wind speed is 2 bf.

Saturday
Special competition rules:
> It could be possible that you make route choices via public roads (Breitenbrunn) and the Sportpark. Please take
special care to traffic and other users. Neither public roads are closed nor marshals will control the traffic.
Start:
> First start: 13:00
> Single start with 3 minutes start intervall.
The start takes place as three zone start (call-up and clear (-3 min), check (-2 min), map (-1 min), time start (0
min)). This means that all athletes must be at the start at least 3 minutes before their start time according to the
starting list.
> The start is nearby the event center (see map).
> The map start (purple start triangle) is about 100 m behind the time start and is marked by a control flag. After
your time start, you have to follow a mandatory route to the map start, marked by red and white ribbons.
Finish:
> The finish time is taken by punching the finish station.
> End of finish: 16:30
Map:
> Rabenberg, map scale 1:15.000, contours 5 m, size A4, 08/2017
> Symbols: ISOM MTBO 2014
> Mapper: Mark Huster
Courses:
> Course setter: Mark Huster
> The competitor is responsible to pick up the correct map. Please look at the course number.
> The length is about long distance.
> The controls must be punch in the order marked on the map.

> Course data:

Course:

Class

1_H21

M21 (incl. M-20)

W21 (incl. W-20),
M35-WMS, M40,
M45
M50, M55
3_H50
W35-WMS, W40,
W45, W50, W55,
W60, W65, W70,
4_D40_D50_H60
W75, W80, M60,
M65, M70, M75,
M80
5_D-17_HW-17, M-17,
WM21-short
17_DH21-kurz
WM-14
6_DH-14
WM-11
7_DH-11

2_D21_H40

Course Data Saturday
Calculated Optimal
length
length
[km]
[km]

Calculated Optimal
Controls
climb
climb
[m]
[m]

21,37

34,00

588

1150

13

17,04

28,00

419

850

12

12,16

20,70

197

600

8

8,34

12,60

232

400

8

10,95

15,20

279

500

8

5,01
3,45

8,20
5,70

76
71

180
100

5
5

Prize giving ceremonies:
> 19:00 in the main building
> Honouring the German Champions for all German classes (only licenced German starters) with medals and
diplomas.
> Honouring of the stage winners in all international classes with diplomas (if 3 or more competitors in a class).

Sunday
Special competition rules:
> It could be possible that you make route choices via the Sportpark. Please take special care to traffic and other
users. Roads in the Sportpark are not closed, but some marshals will help to control the traffic.
Start:
> First start: 10:00
> The start will be as chasing start based on the time loss on Saturday. 20 minutes after the first start in each class
there will be normal single start with 3 minutes start intervall.
> The start takes place as three zone start (call-up and clear (-3 min), check (-2 min), map (-1 min), time start (0
min)). This means that all athletes must be at the start at least 3 minutes before the start according to the starting
list.
> The start is approximately 200 m away from the event center (see map).
> The map start (purple start triangle) is about 300 m behind the time start and is marked by a control flag. After
your time start, you have to follow a mandatory route to the map start, marked by red and white ribbons.
Finish:
> The finish time is taken by crossing over the finish line and punching the finish station directly afterwards in
the order the crossing over of the finish line. The crossing over of the finish line decides.
> The team at the finish will cut of the starts bibs.
> End of finish: 13:30
Map:
> 1. Rabenberg, map scale 1:10.000, contours 5 m, size A4, 08/2017
> 2. Rabenberg, map scale 1:5.000, contours 5 m, size A4, 08/2017 (if map change and W/M-11)
> Symbols: ISOM MTBO 2014
> Mark Huster
Courses:
> Course setter: Mark Huster
> The competitor is responsible to pick up the correct map. Please look at the course number.
> The length is approximately middle distance.
> The controls must be punch in the order marked on the map.
> There will be a map change for courses 1, 2, and 3.

> Course data:
Course Data Sunday

Course:

1_H21

2_D21_H40
3_H50

Class

M21 (incl. M-20)
W21 (incl. W-20),
M35, M40, M45

M50, M55
W35, W40, W45,
W50, W55, W60,
W65, W70, W75,
W80, M60, M65,
4_D40_D50_H60 M70, M75, M80
W-17, M-17,
5_D-17_HWM21-short
17_DH21-kurz
WM-14
6_DH-14
WM-11
7_DH-11

Calculated
length

Optimal
length

Calculated
climb

Optimal
climb

[km]

[km]

[m]

[m]

12,71

17,10

322

500

24

yes

1+2

10,19
8,61

15,10
11,90

192
60

380
270

18
18

yes
yes

1+2
1+2

6,77

9,60

134

170

14

1

8,93
4,21
2,25

12,40
5,50
3,10

86
82
8

180
100
30

18
9
8

1
1
2

Controls

Map
Map
change

Prize giving ceremonies:
> 13:30 in the main building or nearest soon after the official result
> Honouring of Saxon Champions for all German classes (open for all) with medals.
> Honouring of the overall winners in all international classes with cups, diplomas and gifts (if 3 or more
competitors in a class) and honouring of the stage winners (simultaneously).
> Honouring of the overall winners of the German Cup 2017
Further information see bulletin 2.
The Organizing Committee

